
Anonymous Tim3 

Hello guys I'm Arman ...from Anonymous tim3 
YouTube channel so today we are going to
attack router in Termux and test
vulnerability of it 

-------- Routersploit in termux --------

Installation and testing with termux. 

------ Hacking router from Routersploit ------

Rouetrsploit, guy's routersploit is nothing
but a router penetration tool (hacker),
from this tool you can hack Router and
you can modify the router settings. But
guys Routersploit is not for hacking
mobile hotspot/wifi. Many people says
that you can hack wifi from Termux and
from Nethunter or Kali linux in Android but
guy's that's not possible because you
need extrernal wifi adapter so nearly it's
not possible but. Wait i know you guy's are
thinking about cost of external wifi
adapter's, yes the cost of adapter's are bit
costly. But the Routersploit doesn't need
any external wifi adapter so you can easily
use it in Termux so come on let's know
about installation of Routersploit in
Termux. 



Before heading towards
installation process you need to know
theses thing's.

1. Make sure your battery charge is 80% if
not then please charge it.
2. Clear all background running
applications else termux.
3. Enough data/internet like 500MB and a
good speed.
4. Patience, yes patience play's main role.
5. 1GB of internal storage.
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so after following all steps you can follow
below steps.
1. Now, download oneclick installation
script from below link and cut and paste it
from Download folder to direct internal
storage of your device.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10vPaO9-
M0Vy_PZH6L0c0Z-qBQHncA4Hv/view?
usp=drivesdk

2. Now, open Termux and apply this
commands step by step
$ termux-setup-storage
$ ls
$ cd /sdcard
$ ls
$ cp oneclickrs.sh $HOME
$ ls



Now, after that open new session and
apply this commands

$ ls
$ sh oneclickrs.sh

Now, make sure that you turned your
mobile internet connection on after that
the installation of all dependencies and
Routersploit will start. The installation
process can take more than 20 minutes it
depend's upon your internet's speed so
wait for it to install ok.
After, all installation complete's now you
can see the script is opened by itself.
Now, here you need to get connected with
the wifi which is running through the
Router if there's no router then installation
of Routersploit doesn't make sence ... But
if you have Router then you can install
Routersploit. But before that you need to
download Fing application from google
play store after downloading it follow
below steps.
Now, exit from Termux and open it and
apply this comamnd step by step.

$ ls
$ cd routersploit
$ ls
$ python3 rsf.py



Now, the script opens now apply these
commands step by step in it.
use scanners/autopwn
set target (your router ip)
In the place of Router ip you need to paste
your Router ip to get router ip just open
Fing application and click on Devices and
now here you can see your Router name
jsut click on that and after that just scroll
down and now here you can see  Network
details in that just long click on IP Adress
and copie it to clipboard after that just
come back to Termux and paste IP in the
place of Router IP
ex:- set target  192.168.0.8
After that follow below steps.
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set http_port 80
run
Now, here the vulnerability testing process
starts. It takes some time so wait for it
after the test completes you can see the
vulnerability list. After getting vulnerability
list just copy any one of them
and follow below steps
use (your vulnerability text)
set target (your router IP)
run



Now, this one is also take some of your
time to complete so wait for it to
complete after that. Now you can see
admin panel or WiFi passwords of router
and even you can hack id and password's
of all user which are connected to same
router and even you can do MITM from
that so that's all about Routersploit and
it's uses and installation of it in Termux so
i hope you guy's liked it.
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I hope this worked if yes then please
share this PDF and channel with others.
Bye have a awesome day :)

" if you are struggling to understand the
concept then please watch video"
------ Thank you for subscribing us -------
Our youtube official channel :-
Our FB group :-

https://www.facebook.com/groups/
Anonymous.tim3

https://www.facebook.com/st1chb45h

------ Bye Have a Nice Hacking Day ----
Our channel provides all hacking tips &
tricks and tutorials for free ...so
subscribe us to get free benefits from
us ....


